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Abstract

We introduce a procedure to examine a text-
as-mediator problem from a novel random-
ized experiment that studied the effect of con-
versations on political polarization. In this
randomized experiment, Americans from the
Democratic and Republican parties were either
randomly paired with one-another to have an
anonymous conversation about politics or al-
ternatively not assigned to a conversation —
change in political polarization over time was
measured for all participants. This paper an-
alyzes the text of the conversations to iden-
tify potential mediators of depolarization and
is faced with a unique challenge, necessitated
by the primary research hypothesis, that indi-
viduals in the control condition do not have
conversations and so lack observed text data.
We highlight the importance of using domain
knowledge to perform dimension reduction on
the text data, and describe a procedure to char-
acterize indirect effects via text when the text
is only observed in one arm of the experiment.

1 Introduction

Increasing large and varied text corpora are be-
coming available to researchers. Especially in
the field of computational social science, text data
are yielding new insights and opening new areas
of study (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013; Gentzkow
et al., 2019a; Salganik, 2019). Text are being used
to study who sets the political agenda (Barberá
et al., 2019), measure partisanship in congressional
speeches (Gentzkow et al., 2019b), and legislator
attitudes expressed on Twitter (Spell et al., 2020).

An understudied area of this rapidly expand-
ing field is how to perform causal inference with
text data, especially when text is the treatment
or outcome (Keith et al., 2020). Text data pose
unique challenges due to the complex and high-
dimensional structure that they impose on the al-
ready complex task of causal inference. For in-
stance, concerns that social media might be caus-

ing political polarization by increasing ideological
segregation (Bakshy et al., 2015; Barberá, 2015) or
spreading disinformation (Lazer et al., 2018) must
disentangle the effect of exposure to social media
text on polarization and the propensity of highly
polarized individuals to be active on social media.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold: (1)
We introduce a sensitivity analysis for mediation
when the information on the mediator is observed
for only one group in an experiment. (2) We demon-
strate the difficulty of using unsupervised text mod-
els for performing a causal analysis.

To illustrate these contributions, we analyze
data from a novel randomized experiment studying
the dynamics of political polarization (Bail, 2021;
Combs et al., 2021). American voters were ran-
domly paired across party lines to have meaningful,
political conversations. Of particular interest is the
text of the conversations. We want to characterize
the kind of conversations that cause depolarization.
This is inherently a question of causal mediation:
we are interested in both the direct effect of simply
having a conversation and the indirect effect of the
conversation content.

The study we analyze follows a common design
where information must be observed asymetrically
for the different treatment arms. Specifically, text
data are only available for the units who had conver-
sations and are not available for control individuals,
making explicit causal mediation impossible. This
asymmetry is required by the research question.
The original study sought to estimate the effect of
having a conversation with an out-partisan about
politics, which necessitates the control group hav-
ing no conversation. Contrasting treatment with a
control that had a non-political conversation, for
example, would only estimate the effect of having
a conversation with an out-partisan about politics.

This asymmetry is also a common feature of
peer encouragement or counseling studies where
treated units have a conversation with a peer or
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professional and control units have no interactions
(Anderson et al., 2005; Carandang et al., 2020; Mal-
chodi et al., 2003). The natural followup to such
studies is to identify what kind of conversations pro-
duce the best results. However, the experimental
data cannot answer such questions because those
mediators are missing for the control group. To
accommodate such designs, we develop a proce-
dure for a mediation sensitivity analysis designed
to benchmark the observed correlation with the
causal mediation effects that could be observed if
control units had produced text data.

Our work also highlights the difficulty of us-
ing unsupervised models of text in the context of
causal inference. In our application, we have expert
knowledge of likely causal pathways, but, because
these models do not leverage this expert knowledge,
they are unable to identify semantically meaningful
conversation features. Moreover, the features they
do identify appear to not play a significant role in
the causal story of the experimental data.

The outline of the paper is as follows: First,
we introduce our illustration data and describe the
causal and text complications. Section 3 describes
the causal inference framework, concentrating on
effect mediation and on how to incorporate text
data into causal inference pipelines, and prior work
on these issues. Section 4 demonstrates our finding
that partner politeness is correlated with depolariza-
tion. Section 5 develops the mediation sensitivity
procedure for this result. Section 6 demonstrates
the failure of unsupervised text models to capture
causal mechanisms. Section 7 concludes.

2 Polarization and Insights from Text

A growing body of research raises concerns that
social media are increasing ideological segrega-
tion and incivility between political parties in the
United States (Bakshy et al., 2015; Barberá, 2015).
A particular concern, is that increasing exposure to
elites from the other side may produce a backlash
effect that increases polarization (Bail et al., 2018).
In this paper we revisit data from a study that ex-
perimentally tested whether prolonged out-group
contact could decrease polarization in the U.S. by
having Democrats and Republicans engage on an
anonymous chat platform (Bail, 2021; Combs et al.,
2021).

In February 2020, approximately 1,500 Repub-
licans and Democrats were recruited by a promi-
nent survey firm and given a survey to measure

their political views. The questions covered both
issue-based polarization (how close one is to each
party on policy views) and affect-based polariza-
tion (one’s sentiment toward the other party). In-
dividuals randomized to treatment were sent a
seemingly-unrelated invitation to download a mo-
bile chat application within 48 hours of completing
the survey. Each person who logged into the app
was randomly assigned a partner from the other
party and prompted to discuss either gun control
or immigration. Politics were not mentioned in
the recruitment dialog or prior to logging into the
app. After the conversations were finished, another
seemingly unrelated survey was sent to all study
participants that contained the same questions as
the first survey. Within-person depolarization was
measured by averaging the difference in post- and
pre-survey responses to all polarization questions.
The original study reveals that individuals assigned
to treatment became significantly more depolarized
(Combs et al., 2021; Bail, 2021, Appendix).

This paper focuses on analyzing the text of the
conversations. We want to identify what conversa-
tion features caused the depolarization. However,
we cannot rely on the randomization to identify
causal effects for two reasons. The first and pri-
mary reason is that the control group did not have
conversations, so we cannot compare treatment
and control text. The original experiment was de-
signed to estimate the effect of having a conver-
sation about politics with an out-partisan, and as
such, individuals in the control group had no con-
versations.

The second reason we cannot rely on the ran-
domization to identify causal effects is that the con-
versation text is properly thought of as a mediator
variable, something causally affected by treatment
that also affects the outcome. Randomized treat-
ment does not guarantee that there is no unobserved
confounding of the mediator-outcome relationship.
The conversation itself is both an outcome and ex-
posure of interest. Use of text in both of those
contexts is challenging, and the subject of much of
our literature review.

We address these challenges by first, relying on
prior work that identifies politeness or civility as a
key feature in producing persuasive text, measuring
politeness of messages received by individuals in
treatment, then linking that measure to the outcome
of interest, depolarization. Next, we impute polite-
ness measures for control individuals in a way that
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preserves the observed relationship between po-
liteness and depolarization among the treated and
test how large the difference in politeness between
treatment and control must be to observe significant
mediation.

3 Causal Inference and Prior Work

The general goal behind causal inference is to un-
derstand “what if?” questions — what happens
to an outcome of interest Y if one intervenes to
set variable T . Information is frequently collected
alongside the intervention and outcome; modern
causal inference is often concerned with how this
additional information interacts with the causal ef-
fects of interest. In this paper we are concerned
with one such mechanism — that of causal media-
tion — and how text acts as part of that mechanism.

3.1 Mediation Analysis
Causal mediation analysis attempts to understand
the mechanisms through which exposures affect
an outcome (Pearl, 2014; VanderWeele, 2015). A
mediator M is a variable that is causally affected
by treatment T and also affects the outcome of
interest Y . The directed acyclic graph (DAG) of
such a process is depicted in Figure 1.

T

M

Y

Figure 1: Causal DAG for treatment T , mediator M ,
and outcome Y .

This can be clearly represented in terms of po-
tential outcomes, let Yi(Ti) note the potential out-
come for unit i if treatment were Ti (Rubin, 1974).
The total effect (TE) or average treatment effect is
defined as E[Yi(1)]− E[Yi(0)] (where the expec-
tation is taken over the finite experimental popula-
tion or over some global population distribution).
This effect can be identified from simple observable
quantities if the following three assumptions are
satisfied: the potential outcome for unit i depends
only on Ti (SUTVA), treatment is assigned indepen-
dent of the potential outcome Yi(0), Yi(1) ⊥ Ti|Xi

(conditional independence or unconfoundedness),
and for all i, P (Ti = t) > 0 for all t (positivity). A
randomized experiment guarantees that conditional
independence and positivity hold.

For mediation, we consider the decomposition of
this total effect into the natural direct effect and the

natural indirect effect, hereafter referred to as sim-
ply direct and indirect effects (Pearl, 2001). The
direct effect measures the difference in expected
outcome when changing treatment but holding the
mediator at its natural level were treatment fixed,
and the indirect effect measures the difference in ex-
pected outcome when holding treatment fixed and
allowing the mediator change as it would naturally
were treatment changed. These introduce a sec-
ond level of potential outcome notation, let Mi(Ti)
note the potential outcomes for the mediator value
for unit i when treatment is set to Ti. Additionally,
let Yi(Ti,Mi(Ti)) be the potential outcome Yi as
a function of both treatment and mediator for unit
i. Note Yi(Ti) = Yi(Ti,Mi(Ti)). The total effect
can be decomposed into:

TE =E[Y (1,M(1))]− E[Y (0,M(1))]+ (1)

E[Y (0,M(1))]− E[Y (0,M(0))] (2)

The first line is the direct effect, the second is the
indirect effect.1 The direct effect corresponds to
the effect measured along the direct T → Y path
in the DAG in Figure 1, while the indirect effect is
measured along the T →M → Y path.

Additional assumptions are required to esti-
mate the direct and indirect effects as functions
of observed data. For details, see VanderWeele
and Vansteelandt (2009); Nguyen et al. (2020).
Essentially, the same assumptions regarding Ti
and Yi(Ti) for estimating the TE are required for
the mediator-outcome and treatment-mediator re-
lationships with an additional assumption regard-
ing cross-world quantitiesMi(1) and Yi(0,Mi(1)).
Importantly, randomizing Ti does not guarantee the
M → Y relation from Figure 1 is unconfounded.

A variety of estimation methods exist for media-
tion analysis, which depend on the target estimands
and modeling assumptions. For a full overview see
Nguyen et al. (2021). Imai et al. (2010) provide
a commonly used general method and framework
for estimating both parametric and non-parametric
models for mediation analysis. To facilitate infer-
ence in this paper we will consider a set of struc-
tural equation models (Eq. 3 and 4, which are
discussed in detail in Section 5).

1The decomposition can also be performed by adding and
subtracting E[Y (1,M(0))], resulting in slightly different ex-
pressions of the direct and indirect effects. Under commonly
used linear structural equation models that we apply in Section
5.2, these expressions are equivalent (VanderWeele, 2016).
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3.2 Causal Inference with Text Data

Text data are extremely rich and can play impor-
tant and complex roles in a causal pipeline. How-
ever, this richness makes satisfying the necessary
assumptions that much harder. In large part, the
difficulty arises from the fact that we want the ac-
tual text to play the role of outcome Y , treatment
T , confounder X , or mediator M , but during anal-
ysis we must rely on summary measures of the
text. These summaries might be parameters in an
unsupervised text model, word counts, sentiment
measures or other objects, but this requires replac-
ing the existing assumptions with ones that include
the summarization procedure.

Much of the prior work on text in causal settings
has focused on text as a confounder, e.g. Saha et al.
(2019) and Roberts et al. (2020). See Keith et al.
(2020) for a full overview of the text-as-confounder
literature. In general, these methods attempt to
compare treated and control units with similar text
or features inferred from text. In our work, we
are interested in comparing polarization for partici-
pants who saw different text from their partner.

Methods directly related to our question of in-
terest, linking the conversation features to depo-
larization, come from viewing text-as-treatment.
These procedures generally transforming the high-
dimensional text data into some low-dimensional
representation, interpretable as treatments, and
model outcome Y as a function of those treatments.

Wood-Doughty et al. (2018) studies the use of
text classifiers to infer binary treatment when treat-
ment is affected by measurement error or partial
missingness. Fong and Grimmer (2016) discover
latent binary treatments from text, which are then
used to estimate causal effects using a supervised
Indian Buffet Process (sIBP). Egami et al. (2018)
develop a framework for causal inference with text
as either treatment or outcome. They recommend
using a train-test split where a low-dimensional
representation of the text is learned on the training
set, then causal quantities are estimated on the test
set. We explore this procedure in Section 6.

To our knowledge, the only paper specifically
about text-as-mediator is Veitch et al. (2020).2

They develop a method for causal text embeddings
by fine-tuning a pre-trained BERT network to esti-

2Vig et al. (2020) apply causal mediation analysis to large,
neural network-based language models to identify gender bias
in the network itself. While this paper uses mediation tools,
it is not focused on estimating causal effects with text as a
mediator.

mate propensity scores and conditional outcomes.
In our experiment, if control units had produced
text, this method could decompose the treatment
effect into the direct effect and total text-based me-
diation. However, the method would not produce
interpretable measures of which text features are
driving the depolarization. At the core of many me-
diation analyses is a desire to understand the causal
pathways through which treatment operates.

3.3 Measuring Politeness in Conversations

The importance of politeness in conversations has
been studied in the computational linguistics litera-
ture: Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013) iden-
tify politeness as a signifier of social power, Niu
and Bansal (2018) and Firdaus et al. (2020) focus
on generating polite dialogues, Kang and Hovy
(2019) show that politeness can be delineated from
the context, and Madaan et al. (2020) use style
transfer techniques to translate polite and impolite
messages while preserving the underlying context.

Politeness and incivility have also been studied
in political contexts. Jaidka et al. (2019) find Twit-
ter’s increase of the character limit significantly
improved the politeness of replies to politicians,
Mutz and Reeves (2005) find that incivility in tele-
vised political disagreement harms citizens’ politi-
cal trust, and Papacharissi (2004) and Theocharis
et al. (2016) highlight the role of civility in on-
line political discourse in both citizen-citizen and
citizen-politician interactions. All of the above em-
phasise the importance of civility and politness as
necessary components of democratic deliberation.

4 Preliminary analysis of text data

The work on politeness and incivility lead us to
focus on politeness as a potential mediator of de-
polarization. Individuals exposed to more polite
partners may change their prior beliefs about the
other side more than those exposed to less polite
partners. We use the R package politeness to
identify linguistic features of politeness with sen-
tence parsing and dictionary methods (Yeomans
et al., 2018). This package extends the work of
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013) and Voigt
et al. (2017) by combing the indicators of polite-
ness in both works.3

3When using the convokit Python library to identify
politeness features, our results are unchanged (Chang et al.,
2020). We use politeness in our main results because it
identifies a broader set of features. The original application of
these tools was not to political discussions of gun control and
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To measure exposure to politeness, we extract
all of the politeness features for each message sent
by participants. Then, we standardize each feature
to be mean zero variance one, and sum the results
across all messages received by each user. We focus
on messages received rather than sent because we
want to measure how one’s conversation partner
affects one’s own depolarization. We sum rather
than average across politeness features because we
want to measure total experienced politeness rather
than a per-message measure. We wish to character-
ize a short and polite conversation as less exposure
than a long and polite conversation. We refer to this
constructed measure as the politeness index. Note
that the random assignment of partners makes the
no unmeasured confounding assumption plausible.

First, we examine the relationship between the
politeness index and depolarization among the
treated units who finished their conversations (com-
pleted at least 10 exchanges). We regress depolar-
ization on politeness both in the full sample and
split by party, controlling for demographic features.
The results are shown in Table 1. We observe that
participants with more polite partners depolarized
significantly more; a 1 standard deviation increase
in partner politeness is associated with a 0.069 stan-
dard deviation increase in depolarization. This re-
lationship is stronger among Democrats with polite
Republican partners.

We also look at how politeness and the relation-
ship between depolarization and politeness differ
by conversation topic. While participants assigned
to talk about immigration were significantly more
polite, there was no significant difference in the
relationship between depolarization and politeness
by topic. Figure 2 shows scatter-plots of politeness
and the depolarization index by topic. Adding con-
versation topic to the regressions in Table 1 does
not change any of results. Nevertheless, because
control individuals do not have conversation topics
assigned to them, we do not adjust for topic in the
remaining analysis in the paper.

Crucially, we cannot conclude that the above
are causal relationships based on these regressions.
While partners were randomly assigned, partner
politeness was not. If partner politeness is af-
fected by one’s own messages, as is likely the
case, then there could be unmeasured confound-

immigration. As such, we only use the context-independent
politeness features, e.g. whether a participant expresses grati-
tude, not the specific projection of those features learned in a
different, non-political context.

Figure 2: Depolarization and partner politeness. All
units are in standard deviations. While those assigned
to talk about immigration were 0.23 standard devia-
tions more polite than those assigned to talk about gun
control (p < 0.01), the relationship between polite-
ness and depolarization was not significantly different
across conversation topics (difference in slopes 0.04,
p ≈ 0.50).

ing whereby certain participant features cause both
polite replies by the conversation partner and de-
polarization. We believe our demographic controls
cover many of the potential confounders but must
rely on the untestable assumption that there are no
other confounders. In the next section we develop
a framework for understanding the causal nature
of the relationship between conversations, the text
and depolarization.

5 Mediation Sensitivity

We would like to use politeness as a mediator and
estimate the direct and indirect effects (introduced
in Section 3) using the structural equation model:

Yi = τTi + αMi + γXi + εi (3)

Mi = βTi + θXi + νi (4)

where Y is the outcome (depolarization), M is
the mediator (politeness), T is a binary treatment
indicator, X is measured covariates, and ε and ν
are error terms. The natural direct effect is τ , the
difference in expected outcome while changing
treatment and holding M fixed, the natural indirect
effect is αβ, the difference in expected outcome
while holding treatment fixed and allowing polite-
ness to change as it would if treatment was changed.
The total effect, identified by regressing Y on T
without M , is τ + αβ.
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All Dem Rep

(1) (2) (3)

Politeness 0.069∗ 0.119∗ 0.002
(0.035) (0.046) (0.052)

Constant 0.160 0.565 −0.294
(0.215) (0.288) (0.312)

Observations 819 408 411

Table 1: Partner Politeness and Depolarization.
Columns show results from regressing depolarization
on partner politeness and demographic control vari-
ables. Column 1 uses all participants, column 2 only
Democrats, and column 3 only Republicans. Partici-
pants with more polite partners significantly depolar-
ized, especially Democrats. All regressions control
for demographic factors: gender, age, education, race,
and geographic region. Stars indicate statistical signifi-
cance at the 5% level.

While control individuals clearly have a per-
ceived level of politeness for the opposite party,
because they did not participate in a conversation,
there is no politeness to measure for them. This
means β cannot be estimated. What we can do is
benchmark the strength of the relationship iden-
tified in Table 1 by simulating politeness values
for control units that preserve the relationships en-
coded in p(Y,M |T = 1, X). The remainder of
this section describes how the simulation and esti-
mation should be conducted. Section 5.2 applies
the procedure to the experimental data. We refer to
simulated mediator values for control units as M̃ .

5.1 Procedure Description

The total effectE[Yi(1)]−E[Yi(0)] = τ+αβ will
remain the same regardless of what values are im-
puted for the control mediator values M̃ because
it is estimated using Y and T alone. Similarly,
α is a structural parameter that captures the rela-
tionship between politeness and depolarization—if
simulated M̃ changed structural parameter α, the
estimated indirect effect, αβ, will not measure in-
direct effects as they would occur in real data. As
such, we study the sensitivity of the decomposition
of direct and indirect effects to the size of β, how
much does treatment affect the mediator, while
keeping τ + αβ and α fixed.

A naive approach of simulating M̃ as random
draws from observed Mi among treated units will
not reflect information learned about α. With this

simulation, Y and M are independent among con-
trol units, and α will shrink towards zero in the full
sample. In this case, p(M |T = 0) and p(M |T =
1) will match, but the conditional outcome distri-
butions will not, p(Y |T = 0,M) = p(Y |T = 0)
whereas among treatment M does provide informa-
tion about Y .

In principle, one can use any model to learn the
joint distribution p(Y,M |T = 1, X), then using
observed X and Y among control, impute or simu-
late M̃ and continue. Using the outcome is often
important to ensure that the mediator-outcome rela-
tionship is preserved. However, depending on the
estimation method, it is not always necessary.

If one sets M̃ to the linear projection of
M on X learned among treated units (M̃ =
Xc(X

T
t Xt)

−1XT
t Mt) and uses OLS to estimate

3 and 4, then (a) the estimated α̂ on the full sam-
ple will be exactly equal to the α̂ estimated among
treatment only, (b) the estimated τ̂ will be exactly
equal to the total effect, and (c) the estimated β̂ will
be exactly 0. For proof see Appendix A. The intu-
ition is that OLS estimates α̂ and τ̂ are learned from
the residual variability in Y and M after removing
the linear effects of X (Frisch and Waugh, 1933;
Lovell, 1963). Because of the imputation, control
units have no variability in M after removing the
effects of X , so α̂ is learned only from variability
in treatment, preserving the structural parameter. τ̂
and β̂ results follow because residual variability in
M across T is zero.4

Implicit in this construction is the assumption
that p(Y |M) is the same for T = 1 and T = 0.
In Equation 3, this assumption is encoded in the
parameter α and the fact that there is no treatment-
mediator interaction term. Note that α is not a
parameter directly related to an intervention; it is
the relationship between how polite an out-partisan
is to someone and the change in that someone’s
feelings towards the other party. Simulations that
change α among control units, i.e. do not assume
that p(Y |M) is the same for T = 1 and T = 0,
would be simulating data that are inconsistent with
observed relationships between variables among

4When linear projection is not desirable for imputing M̃ ,
matching methods can be used. Each control unit should be
matched with treated unit(s) based on covariates X and Y ,
and M̃ imputed from the matched treatment units where M
is observed. This will not exactly preserve the relationships.
As such, we recommend practitioners look at results such
as Table 2 to ensure that the estimated relationship between
Y and M is not too different between the full sample and
treatment units.
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treated units. In our application, p(Y |M,T = 0)
is not observable because the mediator cannot be
measured for T = 0, so a direct assessment of
the assumption is impossible. This assumption
becomes testable only by changing the underlying
research questions. For example, imagine if control
participants were matched with an out-partisan to
have a conversation about a non-political topic on
which they disagreed. The assumption in question
would imply that partner politeness affects depo-
larization the same whether the partner is talking
about politics or not.

Once M̃ has been generated, the remaining task
is to test different β values to observe when sig-
nificant mediation effects are detected. The imple-
mentation will depend on the particular mediation
model specified. In Equation 4, we can set β = c
by subtracting constant c from all M̃ values. Given
our specification, c could be subtracted from con-
trol or added to treatment with identical results.
However, for more complex models, this equiva-
lency may not hold. We recommend changing the
imputed values M̃ rather than observed M among
treatment to avoid changing any observed data. The
range of values for β should be from 0 to the value
such that the direct effect τ is zero. For the struc-
tural equation set up here, that is when β = TE/α
where TE is the total effect, also estimable as the
direct effect when β = 0.

5.2 Procedure Application

We set M̃ equal to the linear projection described
above. We show the empirical validation of the
imputation properties in Table 2. Column 1 reports
coefficients from regressing Y on M and X for
only treated units, column 2 coefficients from re-
gressing Y on T and X for all units, and column 3
the results for regressing Y on T , X , and M with
the imputation as described above.

Next, we set β values between 0 and τ̂ /α̂ from
column 3 of Table 2, and compute direct and in-
direct effects (Tingley et al., 2014). We note that
once α and β are fixed, point estimates of media-
tion effects are immediate. However, uncertainty
quantification is not. We can construct 1−φ% con-
fidence intervals using a non-parametric bootstrap
and identify the smallest β such that the null hy-
pothesis that the indirect effect αβ = 0 is rejected
with confidence level φ.

Figure 3 shows the results of our procedure with
95% confidence intervals. The total effect, as ex-

Treatment Total Imputed
Only Effect Politeness

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment 0.156∗ 0.156∗

(0.076) (0.076)
Politeness 0.069∗ 0.069∗

(0.035) (0.035)
Constant 0.159 0.119 0.134

(0.214) (0.202) (0.202)

N 819 1,037 1,037

Table 2: Politeness Imputation Results. Results from
regressing depolarization on (1) partner politeness
among treatment only, (2) treatment indicator among
all units, and (3) treatment indicator and partner polite-
ness (imputed for control) among all units. All regres-
sions control for demographic factors: gender, age, ed-
ucation, race, and geographic region. The imputation
is computed using the linear projection learned among
treatment units. Stars indicate statistical significance at
the 5% level.

pected, remained constant, and the direct and in-
direct effects each range from 0 to the total effect.
The smallest β where we reject the null hypothesis
that the indirect effect is zero is 0.09 standard devi-
ations. This means that having a conversation with
someone from the other political party only needs
to move beliefs about politeness by about 0.09 stan-
dard deviations for politeness to be a significant
mediator. The imputation sets M̃ to the best guess
as to how a typical member of the other party in-
teracts with each control participant using a linear
projection from their demographic variables. If the
baseline level of politeness was 0.09 or more stan-
dard deviations lower among control units, then
we would have observed a statistically significant
indirect effect from partner politeness, representing
mediation of about 4% of the total effect. If treat-
ment moved politeness by the same amount that
switching the topic from gun control to immigra-
tion does (0.23 standard deviations), we would still
have observed a statistically significant indirect ef-
fect, representing mediation of about 10% of the
total effect.

6 Raw Text Methods

In this section, we adapt two text-as-treatment mod-
els that perform dimension reduction on the con-
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Figure 3: Decomposition of treatment effects by simu-
lated effect on mediator. Figures shows point estimates
and 95% confidence intervals for the direct (τ ), indirect
(αβ), and total (τ +αβ) effects. Significant indirect ef-
fects are first detected at β = 0.09.

versation data to study if unsupervised methods
can identify alternatives or improvements to “po-
liteness.” We refer to these methods as “unsuper-
vised” because they take as an input, the raw text
of the conversations, rather than using an analyst-
specified dimension reduction as in the previous
section. These methods do not perform well and
highlight the need for domain knowledge and prior
work to select conversation features to explore as
potential mediators. It is possible that the small
size of the data plays a role in this poor perfor-
mance: randomized experiments are expensive and
lead to datasets that might be too small for such
unsupervised models. However, high-quality ex-
periential data are extremely useful for learning
causal effects as treatment-related unconfounded-
ness assumptions are guaranteed by randomization.

We apply standard LDA (Blei et al., 2003) topic
modeling without using any outcome information
to learn topics and the supervised Indian Buffet
process (sIBP) of Fong and Grimmer (2016), which
does use the outcome when learning treatments in
the documents. We do not claim these methods are
exhaustive, but they are representative of common
practice, see e.g. Roberts et al. (2020) and Egami
et al. (2018).5

For both methods, we combine all messages re-

5The LDA model is estimated with default parameter set-
tings using the topicmodels package (Grün and Hornik,
2011). The sIBP model has hyperparameters optimized over a
search grid using provided functionality in the texteffect
package (Fong, 2019).

ceived and treat those as the documents for analysis.
To create a document-word matrix as required by
both methods, we pre-process the data by mak-
ing all words lower case, removing standard stop-
words, and dropping words that appear in fewer
than 1% documents. The result is 819 documents
covering a vocabulary of 3,715 words. For both
methods, we need only explore the effect of the out-
put of the text model on depolarization. Because no
meaningful relationship is identified, the mediation
sensitivity procedure is not needed.

LDA. We estimate the LDA model using 4
through 12 topics without considering the outcome
data. Then, we extract posterior estimates of topic
prevalence for each set of received messages, and
use those in a regression analysis along with the
same demographic control variables.

The top panel of Figure 4 shows point and in-
terval estimates for the effect of each topic on de-
polarization for each model.6 The only significant
results across all models are three topics from the
10 topic model. Under the global null hypothesis
that all true topic coefficients are 0, we’d expect
about 2 coefficients to be significant due to ran-
dom chance. The top 10 words for these topics are
shown in Table 3. While these topics might suggest
mediation is occurring, Topic 7 really only identi-
fies immigration words, one of the two assigned
discussion issues, and the other two do not have
any clear interpretation. Discussion of immigration
is really a measure of compliance, adhering to the
researcher-assigned topic, rather than mediation.

Topic 7 (K = 10): immigration, people, country,
illegal, immigrants, border, legal, wall, agree, law
Topic 8 (K = 10): people, agree, feel, good,
make, issue, country, issues, change, things
Topic 9 (K = 10): people, pay, country, money,
work, good, $, jobs, things, president

Table 3: Top Words for Significant Topics. The 10
highest probability words are shown for the three topics
with p < 0.05. All are from the LDA, 10 topic model.

sIBP. Fong and Grimmer (2016) note that inter-
preting marginal effects of topic prevalence in the
LDA model is difficult. LDA topic prevalence in
a document is a point on the simplex, so it must

6Note that because topic prevalence must sum to one, for a
model with K topics, only K − 1 coefficients are estimable.
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Figure 4: Point and 95% confidence intervals are
shown for the effects of topics and treatments on de-
polarization. No effects are significant at the 5% level.
Each regression controls for the following variables:
conversation topic, political party, age, gender, race,
and education.

sum to one. An increase in one topic must be off-
set with a decrease in another. Thus, they propose
defining a K dimensional binary vector for each
document that captures whether each of the topics
is present in that document. Per their implemen-
tation, the data are split into a 50/50 training and
test set. Topics are learned jointly with the docu-
ment text and the outcome variable in the training
set. Then, topics are inferred from the text in the
test set, and effects corresponding to each topic are
learned using only the test set. We augment their
procedure by also including control variables in the
test-set estimation of treatment effects.

The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the results.
None of the effects are statistically significant. In
part, this is because the procedure requires splitting
the data, with effects being estimated using only
half of the data that the other models are learned
on. Manual review of the top words from the topics
shows some have semantic coherence, successfully
splitting gun control and immigration issues, but
their lack of meaningful correlation with the out-
come limits their usefulness in understanding how
the conversations cause depolarization.

7 Conclusion

This paper contributes to the methodological lit-
erature on text in causal inference by considering

text as a mediator, i.e. considering text simulta-
neously as both a treatment and outcome, and the
substantive literature on political polarization and
exposure to members of opposing parties.

We develop a sensitivity procedure for mediation
analysis when the mediator is only observed for
one arm of the experiment. Our procedure allows
researchers to assess the strength of correlations
between the outcome and mediators by determin-
ing how much treatment would have to affect the
mediator to observe a significant indirect effect.
When applied to text data, domain knowledge is
especially important to both guide selection of po-
tential mediators and assess practical significance
of the required treatment effect on the mediator.

Beyond the experiment analyzed here, this pro-
cedure is useful in marketing applications when
one wants to assess the alignment of digital adver-
tisements with surrounding web-page context in
reference to control units shown no ads (Zanjani
et al., 2011). Observational studies sometimes col-
lect data on treated and control units from different
sources with different sets of covariates, as in ob-
servational analysis of the Lallonde data (Dehejia
and Wahba, 1999). This procedure can also be used
in a power analysis to guide sample size selection
for future studies with similar treatments that will
collect mediator data for all participants.
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A Proof of Linear Projection Imputation
Properties

Let Yt, Yc be the outcome among treatment and
control respectively. Let Xt and Xc be nt × p
and nc × p matrices of covariates for treatment
and control, including an intercept term. Let Mt

be observed mediator values for treatment. Mc

is not observed. Let T be the vector of binary
treatment indicators. The above variables without
a subscript refer to column-stacked (treatment on

top of control) versions, e.g. Y =

(
Yt

Yc

)
.

If Mc is imputed using the linear re-
gression learned among treatment, Mc =
Xc(X

T
t Xt)

−1XT
t Mt = Xcβ̂M , then the OLS re-

gression of Y on T, X and M, will (a) estimate
coefficient α̂ on the mediator that is exactly equal
to the coefficient when regressing Yt on Mt and
Xt and (b) estimate coefficient τ̂ on the treatment
indicator that is exactly equal to the coefficient
when regressing Y on X without M. And (c), the
OLS regression of M on X and T will estimate a
coefficient on T of 0.

Proof. This proof makes extensive use of the
Frisch–Waugh–Lovell theorem (FWL) (Frisch and
Waugh, 1933; Lovell, 1963). The theorem states
that the multivariate OLS regression coefficient for
any predictor is exactly equal to the coefficient
from a univariate regression of the residualised out-
come on the residualised predictor, where the resid-
uals are computed from regressions of the outcome
and predictor on all other predictors in the multi-
variate regression. Specifically, the OLS coefficient
β1 estimated from regression equation Y = X1β1+
X2β2+e is exactly equal to the OLS coefficient es-
timated fromAX2Y = AX2X1+AX2ewhereAX2

is the annihilator matrix for X2, AX2 = I − PX2 ,

PX2 = X2(X
T
2 X2)

−1XT
2 . PX2 is the projection

matrix onto the column space of X2, AX2 is the
projection matrix onto the complement of the col-
umn space of X2.
Y can be expressed as:

Y = Xβ̂Y +Tτ̂ +Mα̂+ e,

where e is linearly independent from all other pre-
dictors, e.g. eTM = 0. OLS on the full sample
will estimate coefficients of β̂Y , τ̂ , and α̂with resid-
uals e.
Mt can be expressed as:

Mt = Xtβ̂M + rt

where rTt Xt = 0. Thus, by the assumed construc-
tion of Mc = Xcβ̂M , M can be expressed as:

M = Xβ̂M +

(
rt
0

)
Proof of (a). Now, consider the regression

among just treated units. By FWL, we can consider
just the regression of AXtYt on AXtMt. Call the
estimated coefficient α̃. We show that α̃ = α̂. Note
that among treatment, Ti = 1, so Tt is in the col-
umn space of Xt because it contains an intercept
term. Thus, AXtTt = 0.

α̃ =
(
MT

t AXtAXtMt

)−1
MT

t AXtAXtYt

=
(
MT

t AXtMt

)−1
MT

t AXtYt

=
(
MT

t AXtMt

)−1
(MT

t AXtMtα̂+

MT
t AXtet)

=
(
MT

t AXtMt

)−1
MT

t AXtMtα̂

= α̂

The second to last line is because MT
t AXtet =

0. By construction, 0 = MTe =(
Xβ̂M +

(
rt
0

))T

e = rTt et = MT
t AXtet.

Thus, 0 = MT
t AXtet.

Proof of (b). Here we consider the regression of
AXY on AXT , which estimates the multivariate
regression coefficient from regressing Y on X and
T without M. We show that τ̃ estimated from this
regression is exactly equal to τ̂ .
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τ̃ = (TTAXT)−1TTAXY

= (TTAXT)−1TT (AXMα̂+AXTτ̂ + e)

= τ̂ + (TTAXT)−1TTAXMα̂,

because TTe = 0

= τ̂

Again, the above uses TTAXM = 0.

TTAXM = TT

(
rt
0

)
= 1T rt = 0, with the

final equality because rt are the residuals from the
regression of Mt on Xt, so must sum to zero.

Proof of (c). Consider the regression of M on
T and X. Using FWL, the coefficient on T will
be a the regression of AXM on AXT . From the

above decomposition of M, AXM =

(
rt
0

)
.

τ̂M = (TTAXT)−1TTAXM

= (TTAXT)−1TT

(
rt
0

)
= (TTAXT)−1(1T rt)

= 0

1T rt = 0 because Xt contains an intercept term
and rTt Xt = 0.

B Ethical Considerations

This study makes extensive use of data collected
from the experiment described in detail in Combs
et al. (2021), Bail (2021) and Section 2. This study
was conducted with approval from an Institutional
Review Board. The target population is registered
voters in the United States that have a smartphone
and lean towards either the Democratic or Repub-
lican political party. Participants were given in-
formed consent dialogues regarding compensation,
expected time to complete the tasks, and that their
data would be used for research purposes before
each survey and when invited to download the mo-
bile application. After completing the final post-
survey, participants were debriefed on the study
purpose. Participants were told that at any time,
they may request the study authors destroy any data
collected from them.

Participants were compensated $12.50 for the
pre- and post-surveys and $17.50 for using the con-
versation application. These values were set to be
approximately 2-3 times the minimum wage in the

United States given estimates of survey and conver-
sation completion time. While participants were
told they would only be compensated if they com-
pleted a conversation with a partner, all app-users
were given full compensation so that no one would
be denied compensation due to a partner who failed
to respond promptly.

Participants shared personally identifying infor-
mation, such as names and social media profiles,
as well as sensitive personal information regarding
their experiences with gun violence and immigra-
tion. For these reasons, the conversation data and
identifying demographic data cannot be shared per
the IRB protocol. We do share the code for all
analyses and residualized versions of the outcome,
mediator, and treatment variables that permit exact
replication of the regression results in Section 5
without the identifying demographics.


